**Practice Test 2**

1. C 'As a civil engineering charity ...
2. B 'Over 20 million ... in Britain ... is projected to at least double by the year 2025.'
3. several hundred miles see paragraph 5
4. (the) road dangers 'astonished at the road dangers we put up with here.'
5. slower traffic systems see paragraph 8
6. by donating money/make a decision see last 2 sentences
7. walkers see paragraph 5
8. TRUE 'traffic through country areas might treble by then' (2025)
9. TRUE 'WHO limits are regularly exceeded in most UK cities.'
10. FALSE 'Four times as many junior-age children are driven to school in Britain as in Germany.'
11. TRUE '1 in 7 children suffers from asthma, thought to be exacerbated (made worse) by traffic fumes.'
12. NOT GIVEN The network will go through cities but that does not mean that most of the network will be rural.
13. FALSE 'The National Network will ... run right through the middle of most major towns and cities.'
14. FALSE 'Cost the equivalent (same) as just a few weeks of the current national roads program.'
15. i Key words are 'deciding which program'.
16. iv Key words are 'tuition fees'.
17. viii Key words are 'full details of term dates'.
18. ix Key words are 'overseas student office'.
19. vii Key words are 'help graduates find suitable employment'.
20. iii Key words are 'the few regulations that are enforced are ...'
21. immigration authorities (point two)
22. an ELICOS course (point three)
23. the students (see Fees, point 2: 'textbooks, equipment ... are your responsibility')
24. by bankdraft (see Fees, point 4)
25. it is refunded (see Application fees, point b)
26. over 4 weeks (see Course fees, point c)
27. International Student Programs (see Transfer to Another Institution)
28. B 'the surviving panda population has also become fragmented, panda "islands" ... separated'.
29. D 'the bamboo that is their staple food'.
30. E 'better control of poaching, which remains a problem despite strict laws'.
31. A 'Deforestation, mainly carried out by farmers clearing land to make way for fields ... has drastically contracted the mammal's range'.
32. ii see paragraph C
33. vi see paragraph B
34. decreased see paragraph A
35. disconnected see paragraph B
36. problems see paragraph C
37. growth see paragraph D
38. join see paragraph E
39. reserves see paragraph E
40. cooperate see paragraph F